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falls like fine rain in the condensation cham bel', from 
which it is conducted through channels to iron vessels, 
and from these it is poured into iron flasks for ship
ment. The loss of mercury when treated by the new 
methods, as compared with the old, is reduced to a 
minimum, and the effect on the health of those em
ployed at the smelting works is much less injurious 
than formerly. 

A peculiarity of the smelting process at Idria is the 
appearance of st'LbPP in the furnaces. This is a mix
ture of metallic quicksilver, hydrocarbons, and quick
sil ver salts. It is collected in receptacles, the metallic 
quicksilver is extracted by pressure, and then the resi
due is mixed with lime and treated in a reverberatory 
furnace. 

The production of cinnabar forms an important 
feature of the work at Idria. A description of the 
process wou Id require too much space, so we will simply 
mention the fact that the cinnabar, as well as the three 
kinds of vermilion-the light red, the dark red, and the 
Chinese-which arfl produced at Idria are of excellent 
quality and in great demand. 

The state has taken great precautions for the wel
fare of the workmen at Idria, but, unfortunately, has 
been unable to prevent the diseases caused by working 
in mercury, although their injurious effects have been 
reduced materially, as we have already stated, by im
proved bathing hOllses, leaves of absence to sick work
men with a continuation of their pay during their ab
sence, and the supply of good food by the company. 
In 1879, of 16-3 pensioned workmen, 68 per cent. had 
served for forty years, and one was over ninety years old, 
seven were between eighty and ninety, forty-six be
tween seventy and eighty, and eighty-five between 
sixty and seventy. The n umber of workmen now ex
ceeds 1,000, and although the number is so great per
fect order always reigns among them. which certainly 
speaks well for the management of the company. 

We have only a little more to add in relation to the 
production of the works. From 1819 to 1881 they 
brought to the state a net profit of about $9,398.702. 
In 1874 the profit reached as high as $800,000, in conse
quence of the extraordinary advance in the price of 
quicksilver, and there will probably be a still greater 
advance, as the mines in California seem likely to be 
exhausted within a few years by bad management_
lllwftriJ"te Zeitung. 

ment for thy roof, that thou bring not blood upon thine 
house if any man fall from thence." It is not a matter 
of wonder that such house tops proved favorite places 
of resort for worship, conference, and repose, and that 
occasionally tents were spread upon thelll. 

Is there anything either in our clilllate or statfl of 
civilization which prevents us from, in a measure, iuJi
tating snch ancient, useful, and fashionable airiness? 
During the inclement season of the year, comparatively 
little use might be made of the house tops. I will 
subsequently allude to how the upper stories of dwell
ings might be constructed to catch the genial sunbeam, 
while shutting out winter's rudeness. Our atmosphere 
is proverbially bright, and many of the severer days are 
sunshiny; the genial element is subject to capture and 
benign use, as we can pluck quinine from its barky 
surroundings. 

In a great metropolis like this, there are thousands 
of childern and invalids, to say nothing of those in ma
ture years and engaged in the ordinary pursuits of life, 
who require more fresh air and sunning than is now 
practicable. City yards are small, shut in by tall 
buildings and high fences; the parks may not be ad
jacent, and the streets afford ill-conditioned pleasure 
grounds. 

Cannot architectural ingenuity, coached by sanitary 
science, contrive some method of using the thousands 
of acres of house tops on this island so that roofs, now 
so useful in affording indoor protection from cold, 
sleet, and rain, can be made additionally useful, at 
certain seasons, by affording outdoor recreation and 
protection from invalidism? Cannot the saIlle skill 
contrive new designs for the upper and most salutary 
stories of our dwellings; playing rooms and sunning 
rooms, especial ly adapted for the winter season, but 
so cleverly fashioned that too in tense torrid beams can 
be excluded in sumlller? 

The "solarium" of the New York Hospital, made 
attractive with its plants, birds, and aquaria, is a pot
ent ally of therapeutics in restoring the convalescents, 
and at the Hospital for the Relief of the Ruptured and 
Crippled, the contagious sparkle of the sunbeam is 
found shining in the eyes and lives of the young pa
tients_ 

Physicians not infrequently have occasion to observe 
the arrangements and conditions of the upper floors 
in our first-class private d welIings; for if a servant is 
sick, the family physician may be summoned to attend. 
The conditions lIlay not be absolutely pernicious, but 

WASTED SUNBEAMS-UNUSED HOUSE TOPS. the space on these precious stories might be utilized in a 
By GOUVERNEUR M. SJVIITH M.D. New York. much.IIfore he.althful and attracth'e way. The hea�ed 

" and VItiated all' from the lower part of the house rIses 
HUMAN ha'bitations, though erected for the benign to the top floor, with perhaps slight provision for its 

purposes of insuring comfort, affording protection, and 

I 
exit, and here are found servants' and storage rooms, 

promoting family privacy, are, unfortunately, often Hnd also often a dark closet, with precipitous ladder 
the causes of a n umber of the morbid ills from which leading to the scuttle, rarely entered and ascended, 
mankind suffer. This fact is true, as relating to the except by workmen to repair the root Apartments 
residences both of the rich and of the poor_ It is a for domestics have to be provided for, but quarters for 
difficult task to construct an absolutely sanitary dwell- trunks and unused articles, rather than occupying 
ing. 111 nearly every homfl, however, there are more or choice space, could be centralized in the building, be 
less avoidable insalutary conditions which are under- lighted from above, or relegated to some special annex 
lIlining the health of each family circle. in the yard. 

Tent life, in genial climes, affords to many a health- In the ordinary and more spacious private dwellings 
ful mode of living; and tent life, in the warm season of the upper floors could be revolutionized : ventilating 
the temperate zone, has its fascinations and its benefi- shafts introduced, new broad windows running the 
cial results. To be tabernacled under canvas and width of the house both front and rear, rearrangement 
engaged in open air occupations is often healthful; of space, ready accessibility to the roof afforded, and 
but the camp must be well sited, or the proximity of at least a part. of these floors made attracti\'e to child
unkind neighbors, as cesspools, fens, and polluted ren and invalids as a bright, airy, and healthful resort_ 
water, will as surely rob the camp dweller of his vital - The limits of this article forbid �iving details of such 
ity as the footpad will rob the unguarded of his treas· construction, and other collateral suggestions, making 
lues. CallJp life, salutary as it may often be, is not such changes practicable. 
adapted, from climatic and other causes, to meet the It is beyond the scope of this pH,per to point out all 
necessities of universal home requirements. the evils attendant upon modern homes; one evil to 

History tells us that certain nomadic tribes, in the which I am specially alluding is that of etiolation. 
early ages, finding aggregation and permanency of Etiolation, while favorably regarded by farmers in ren-
residenfle desirable for business and other purposes, dering celery white, crisp, and tender, is not favorable 
built solid structures, and, striking their tents, have in regard to bringing up human bein·gs. 

houses, such fresh air facilities would probably be 
hailed with delight by the inmates. The proximity 
of open breathing places to their rooms would endear 
their humble homes. Summer moonlight evenings 
could have a new aspect; and, again, roull d a family 
lantern, groups might gather to read, sew, or engage 
in games, and thus a home-felt pleasure could quiet 
restless spirits, craving questionable or illicit amuse
ments. More true enjoyment lIIight be observed in 
such groups than on the piazzas of fashionable rewrts. 
Landlords could arrange for the periodical sweeping of 
roofs, as well as the halls and stairways, and among a 
very large class of respectable poor, pride would stiulU
late to a tidy and decorative care 01 their home parks. 

The confirmed vicious and degraded classes would 
neither appreciate nor properly use such improvements 
if offered them. In turning to higher grades of human
ity, we find an aristocracy permeHting even the lower 
million. In the sallle tenlllent house social distinctions 
may be observed among families, obstructing intimate 
domestic intercourse and cordial, friendly co-operation; 
but a well recognized COllllllon weal would doubtless 
link such diversities into a sufficiently harmonious and 
democratic unity of action. 

I have thus pointed out what advantages to health 
might be secured by a rearrangement of the upper 
stories of private dwellings, making them the most 
salutary in each residence. I have also shown how 
the house tops of both the opulent and of the poor 
might be adapted for the private and public welfare of 
mankind, especially in cities. 

Architects have merely to study ancient history and 
modern science to utilize the suggestions here made. 
Sunbeams and oxygen have been running to waste 
long enough. People must congregate into cities, and 
such crowding together must necessarily preclude, in a 
measure, some of the most salu tary ways of living. 
The poet has said, "God made the conn try, and man 
made the town;" but the Divinity who so beautifully 
fashioned the country brightens both His own handi
work and the town with the same sunlight, and aerates 
with the sallie atmosphere. 

Oannot cities more gelJerously use nature's benign 
gifts? Cannot the closing years of the nineteeth cent
ury witness a rflvolution in the construction of dwell
ings, a change in the habits of city life, and a most 
notable il lJprovement in the health of the people ?
Medical Record. 

REMEDY FOR I VY POISONING. 
To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

Being a constant reader of your valuable paper, I 
have noticed in it various cures for the troublesome 
poisoning by poison oak or ivy. I was for fifteen years 
a timberman and raftsman in the swamp lands of the 
lower Mississippi River, and have been poisoned a 
nu:nber of times and have seen hundreds of others in 
the same condition. 

These, as well as myself, I have cured with not more 
than two applications of my remedy, which I consider 
infallible. The first time, I was poisoned on arms and 
face, and was five days before I got relif'f. My eyes 
were closed by the swelling, so that I could not see. I 
bathed the parts with the lotion at night, and the next 
morning considered 1 was cured, although I applied it 
again in the morning. The lotion allays the itching 
almost instantaneously. 

Five cents' worth of sugar of lead dissolved in one 
ounce or less of soft water will cure or kill as much 
poison as the water or lotion will cover. The sugar of 
lead should not be dissolved until nece8�Hry for use. 

O. C. WHITF,. 
Wichita, Kansas. 

C_ R. AGNEW, M.D. 
thenceforth dwelt in substantial residences, From Not many years ago, for a tillie, it was widely cus- CORNELIUS REA AGNEW, M. D., died in this city on 
these primitive architectural styles of dwellings we tomary here to hang blue-tinted glass panes or sashes Wednesday, April 18, in the fifty-eighth year of his age, 
can learn certain lessons which, if adapted to suit our in windows, curtains were d rawIl back, and many a after an illness of only a few days' duration-a peri
own civilization and our own climate, would promote room, from which the winter's sun was ordinarily, for toni tis, understood to hu,ve originated as a typhlitis. 
the heath and longevity of our race. the most part, excluded, wa� now brightened. In- The deceased was a native of New York and a grarlu-

'l'he nineteenth century will ever be memorable for valids and others basked in the shiny genial, and ap- ate of the College of Physicians and Surgeon8, of the 
the advancemf'nt it has given to medicine, surgery, and parently with benign effect. Was such effect attribut- class of 1802. For a few years he was a general pmc
�anitary science; but the twentieth century, when re- able to the mere azure tint alune, or to a salutary and titioner, hut the greater part of his professional life 
viewing and profiting by thfl achievements of its prede.. unaccustomed hyemal ba8king? was spent in the practice of ophthalmology and otol
cessor, will doubtless be amazed that the domiciles of In llIany of the lofty and palatial apartment houses ogy, in which department he was ont' of the first in 
mankind, especially in cities, were in some respect8 in- in New York, comparatively fireproof, wealth selects New York to arrive at eminence. 
fedor to those built several thousands of years pre- suites of rooms near the apices, the air being drier, At various times he occupied numerous positions of 
viously _ purer. brighter, and healthier than near the ground. distinction in hospitals and in medical societies, he 

The writings of Virgil, Horace, and other classical It seems very clear that even private dwellings, oc- was for lIIany years the clinical professor of ophthal
writers can be read wit.h interest and benefit, at the cupied by single families, are not planned in the 1II010gy and otology in the College of Physicialls and 
present day, as teaching the style and erudition of an 'I wisest manner. Surgeons, and he lIlay almost be said to have created 
ancient period. In Xenophon's " Memorabilia," after Equally new attention should be paid to a utilization the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital. But, excellent 
describing how homes should be pleasant and useful, of the roof for a large part of the year. The city boy of as he was in all these capacities, it was not by his 
cool in sumlller and warm in winter, it is added: "If to-day wishes to fly his kite, As a special privilege, strictly professional work that he was known so much 
it is well, therefore, that houses should thus be made, parental consent is given to his going upon the house a8 by the devotion and intelligence with which he 
ought we not to build the parts toward the south top; but with what injunctions! Precautions against taught his fellows the duties of citizenship, Although 
higher, that the sun in winter may not be shut out, falling off, that he take feline steps, or the paint will the extent of his services in this direction was known 
and the parts toward the north lower, that the cold be scratched and the joints of the thin tin covering will to only a few, enough of them was known to secure his 
winds lllay not fall violently on them ?" be cracked and the roof made leaky, etc. As ilIustrat- general rf'cognition in New York as one of the most 

Sacred writers offer important lessons also concern· ing present inaccessibility to the roof : During the re- respected of her citizens. Perllaps the most far-reach
ing I<;astern habits of thought and customs regal'ding cen.t large fire at Forty-second Street and Lexington ing work of his life was what he accomplished as one 
habitations, which can be utilized in a most profitable Avenue, a party of ladies in one of the tine houses on of the organizers and working members of the United 
manner in the present age. The early Oriental had no Murray Hill endeavored to go on the roof, to witness States Sanitary Commission. The commission was 
conception of the nature of air or sunlight, as now un- the adjacent conflagration. One of the ladies became materially aided in its operations by his industrious 
derstood hy modern science_ Probably much of our wedged in the narrow passage. She survives, to grace labor, and guided by his wisdom. It is no more than 
present knowledge is but polished ignorance_ Chem- her family, and to tell a humorous experience. the simple truth to say that every sick man and every 
is try and physics have only recently become efficient Roofing can be contrived suited to this climate, and wounded mall in the UnIOn army had his condition 
handmaids in the precise examination of nature, bnt enduring as pavement. A pleasure resort might orna- alleviated, so far as mitigation of the horrors of war 
without these aids the Eastern mind drew certain broad mflnt each residence, its limits bounded by the area of was possible, by appliances that were largely due to 
and grand deductions from the investigation of natural the dwelling; neighborly consent could widen the Dr. Agnew's forethought and executive skill. In an
phenomena. Some of these tenets are axioms in our range, turf and flowers brightening the plain. Iron- other sphere, as one of the trustef'S of Columbia Col
own philosophy. framed and glass-inclosed rooms, or cupolas, could be lege, his efforts to improve the institution were con-

These ancient forefathers believed that fresh air was added, which would prove useful during all seasons, stant, and it is not to be doubted that they had much 
an important factor in maintaining physical vigor, and artificial heat tempering brumal incleuJlmcy. to do with ,bringing about the very decided advances 
that exposure to the solar heams was salutary, and If such adaptation of house tops would be an advan- made by tlie college d'uring the last few Yf'ars; and in 
they lived a ccording to their convictions. In construct- tage to the affluent, who can escape city life during a like capacity on the board of the College of Physi
i Ilg their homes, their architects utilized their house the SUlluuer, how much greater advantage woul d be cians and Surgeons he worked inteliIgentfy and zeal
tops and gave them salubrious plateaus. The roofs, secured to the tenement house districts. It would be ously for the advancement of medical education in 
gently declining as water sheds, were covered either more difficult tu preserve roofs in the latter quarters in New York. In his devotion to the public interest he 
with tiles, bricks, or cement, making them as durable good order, but the public weal seems to demand that did not disdain to concern himself with political dis
as pavements. Beddings of tarf. prettily distributed, ingf'nuity should devise an adamantine roof covering_ cussions and contests-never as a partisan or with any 
made these artificial deserts to blossom as the rose. The promiscuous mingling on house tops of the resi- motive looking to his own advantage, but always as a 

'rhe boundaries of each bouse were designated by dents of slullls, freed frolll police restraint, might at source of light to those who were right at heart but 
walls, but it was possible to walk over an extended I times lead to mischief; but ordinarily, and ov'er a large perplexed in mind. In whatever sphere he acted, he 
neighboring area. 'ro prevent accidents, obedience area, it is reasonable to believe that the innate pro- always influenced men's minds powerfully, but, al
was given to the scriptural injunction, " When thou I prieties of life would prove an all-sufficient consta1:m- I though he was a speaker delightful to listen to, he 
buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a battle- lary influence_ For the higher grade of tenement never resorted to oratorical devices, and seldom even 
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to parliamentary tactics; it was rather his clear, cold 
logic, hi", e.vident fairness, and his unquestioned devo
tion to the general welfare that gave him his power in 
debate. Consequently, he never worked hip, hearers 
up to the point of voting under the influence of pas
sion, and they never repented of having heeded his 
words. It long ago came to be understood in New 
York that Dr. Agnew's advocacy of any movement was 
prima facie evidence that the movement was a good 
one. 'fa be sure, not every cause that he supported 
triumphed-occasionally intrigue, and on one memora
ble occasion medirevalism, proved too much for him; 
but never did an opponent indulge in innueudo against 
Agnew without writing himself an ass. He was a man 
whose course it was never necessary to explain; he 
was sans peu1' et sans 1'ep1'oche. 

Personally, Dr. Agnew was a lIlan of wholesome and 
attractive appearance. His glance was clear and pene
trating, but kindly. He played the mentor to many a 
restless or misguided spirit. but his advice was given 
only when it was invited, and it al ways savored more 
of affection than of rebuke. With the cOllllllunity, 
with his professional brethren, with his patients, with 
his personal friends, and in his family, he was a re
markably exemplary man. His loss is that not only of 
the New York profession of medicine, but that of the 
entire people.--N. Y. Med. Jon?'. 

EMIN BEY (DR. SCHNITZLER), GOVERNOR OF 
THE PROVINCES OF THE EQUATOR. 

THE portrait of Emin Bey published herewith is one 
of the most rare and curious of the documents of the 
Geographical Society of France, who have loaned it to 

THE GREAT AMERICAN PYRAMID AND 
RUINED CITIES OF ARIZONA AND NEW 
MEXICO. 

(From the correspondence of the Boston Herald.) 

CHOLULA, State of Puebla, Mexico.-One does not 
have to leave North American soil to visit a genuine 
pyramid, which will compare in size with the Pyramid 
of Cheops itself. In fact, one might start from the 
door of the H e1'atd office, and, taking the street cars to 
the Albany depot, ride, without scarcely getting off 
the steel rails, to the base of the famous Pyramid of 
Cholula. In nine days and nights from the He1'ald 
doorway one would be on this spot, in the midst of 
artificial and natural wonders nowhere on this conti
nent to be surpassed. 'fo.get here one must needs 
come over the Mexican or Vera Cruz rail way, as it is 
more commonly called, and by its branch at Apizaco to 
Puebla, whence a horse railway leads to Cholula, about 
eight or nine miles distant. 

Nobody knows-even the most acute modern archre
ologist-just when this pyramid was built. It is cer
tain that the Aztecs saw it when they invaded this 
land and wondered at it. Probably the Toltecs, or the 
Omiecs, had a hand in its construction, but all this 
lIlay be well left to the curiosity of the learned and to 
the zeal of grubbers into the dusty and misty past. 

Before I came here, I will confess that I had little 
faith in the theory of a pyramid, the existing photo
graphs of it not giving one much other idea than that 
of a huge mound of earth; but, since coming here and 
examining minutely this marvelous ruin, I have grown to 
wonder at the skill and energy of the American pyramid 

the sea. in ancient times to teach the Aztecs the arts of 
civilization. There is some ground for supposing that 
this mythological personage was a Christian mission
ary who found his way from Greenland-in old times a 
fairly civilized land-to Mexico, who lived with the 
forefathers of the later Aztecs and taught them many 
arts. He was called" the god of the art ;" his statue 
was crowned with a golden miter, he wore a gold col
lar, turquoise earrings, and carried a scepter studded 
with gems, and a shield painted with emblems of the 
four winds. 

Mr. Bandelier thinks that the Pyramid of Cholula 
served both as a fort.ified place and a site for worship. 
At the top was a temple of the gods, and on the ter
races were dwellings-the whole making a fortified 
pueblo. At the time of the conquest, in cutting off an 
end of the pyramid to make room for a more direct 
road from Puebla to Mexico, a vast hollow chamber 
under the structure was disclosed to view. It was 
built of stone and sustained by beams of cypress. In 
it were two skeletons, some idols, and a large number 
of glazed vases. It is said that this chamber was not 
open, but was covered with brick and clay, and had no 
outlet whatever. 

'rhe'Mexican pyramids here at Cholula and at Tula 
resemble marvelously the Assyrian and Chaldean 
temples which Layard and others have millutely de
scriberl. 'I'he whole subject is full of interest, and 
American antiquarians will find here and elsewhere in 
this country a rich field for their researches. 

From the top of the pyramid one discerns on the 
plain below some curious mounds, one somewhat re
sem bling an elephant, all unmistakably artificial, 
showing that this region was once a religious gather
ing ground, a sort of American Mecca. I would be 
glad to have the time needed for a minute survey of 
this section, but one should have abundant leisure and 
experience in antiquarian matters. 

The early Spaniards made all haste to exorcise the 
"devils" of the religion of the conq uered race. They 
built many churches here, and it is a fact that in 
Cholula itself there are to-day churches and chapels to 
the number of 365-one for each day of the year. One 
church, built by order of Cortez, is most curious in its 
architecture. It has low walls and a Moorish aspect, 
and is said to have been built to resemble the falllous 
mosque of Cordova. In the time of the Aztecs there 
were 40,000 inhabitants in Cholula ; now not over 6,000. 
It was at Cholula, in its vast square, that Cortez, in 
1519, perpetrated a wholesale massacre. 

A great many interesting relics are to be bought 
there, and the natives ply quite a trade in the selling of 
miniature idols dug up all around here. There are skep
tics who say that there are regular little idol factories 
where good imitations are made, but I think that many 
of the little relics to be had here are undoubtedly gen
uine. 'fhere was a great religious gathering place, a 
place for pilgrimages, and idols were in ancient times 
made here in vast quantities. So the traveler, exercising 
a proper amount of caution, may buy freely, first exam
ining the articles offered for authentic marks of age. 

But the pyramid, won derful as it is in itself, is dwarf
ed into insignificance by the huge mountains which 
form a vast wall separating the valley of Puebla from 
the valley of Mexico. From the top of the pyramid 
here, I note a good siZed hill lying up under the base 
of Popocatapetl. It looks like a sailboat alongside of 
the Great Eastern. In other directions one sees Mal
inche, the most curious of mountains, and the lofty, 
"star shining" peak of Orizaba. Nature has here 
spread out a panorama which should bring artists here 
by scores. But only on a great canvas can this scene 
be adequately portrayed. 

The comfortable way to "do" this valley and 
Cholula is to make your temporary home in this near
by city of Puebla, where, as I noted in a previous 
letter, a good hotel can be found at the Diligencias, 
where there is good food and no vermin. Puebla 
makes a good headquarters to go from to visit not 
only this place, but the strange little town of Tlaxcala. 
And of Puebla itself, one who is fond of characteristic 
Spanish architecture, of Spanish scenes and life, can
not quickly get tired. Its sweet air is as balm to the 
lungs, and is strengthening and appetite provoking. 
The old-book hunter and the curiosity collector will 
find Puebla worth a fortnight of his time. 

EMIN BEY (DR. Sf1HNITZLER), GOVERNOR OF THE PROVINCES 
OF THE EQUATOR. 

The more I see of this country, the stronger grows 
the impression that Mexico is to become to the United 
States and its hurried, overworked, and nervous popu
lation what Italy is to the rest of Europe-the land of 
winter journeys, of health residence for those broken 
down with the strenuous, rushing life of the great 

us. It is probably the only one in E urope. This is the 
history of it : 

lYI. L. Vossion, at that time consul of France at 
Khartoum, received a visit from Dr. Schnitzler, known 
commonly as Emin Bey, during March, 1882, and at 
that time took his photograph, which, after his return 
to Paris on the 4th of August, 1882, he presented to the 
Geographical Society. M. L. Vossion, who is at pre
sent consul of France at Philadelphia, Pa., remember
ing the above, and the importance imparted to the un
fortunate Emin Bey by his position in the dep1;hs of 
the desert, defending himself against the adherents of 
the Mahdi, with a handful of men, wrote to his col
league, MI'. James Jackson, librarian of the Geo
graphical Society of Paris, to beg him to make known 
the existence of the photograph. 

The photograph in question is carefully preserved in 
one of the albums of the Society. The reproduction 
was obtained at night with gas light, with a DaIle
meyer objective with a diaphragm 0'0053 m. on a plate 
with 30 minutes' exposure. 

Emin Bey succeeded Gordon Pasha in 1882 in the 
government of the Provinces of the Equator. He 
resides at Ludo-Gondokoro, whence he visits the 
Niams, the Yombouttous, the Latukka, the Uganda, 
and the Ungoro. ======== 

To paint a hlack eye there is nothing to compare 
with the tincture of Capsicnm annuum ,  mixed with an 
equal bulk of mucilage of gum arabic, with the addition 
of a few drops of glycerine. The mixture should be 
painted over the bruised surface, a second and third 
coating being applied as soon as the first has dried. If 
applied immediately after the injury is inflicted, it will 
almost invariably prevent discoloring of the tissue. 
The remedy is also of value in rheumatism, sore 0:,' stiff 
neck.-Chem. and Drug. 

northern republic. Mexico is but little part known; 
builders. Who they were, what they were, why they it is on its vast stretch of high plateau, a land of won
built this huge structure-all these are questions which derful climate, the sanitarium of this continent. The 
stir the imagination. Certain it is that, at a time robust health of the table-land rancheros, who sit their 
when northern Europe was barbaric, a cultivated wor- powerful horses like centaurs, vindicates the climate 
ship, a civilized race, inhabited this land of the ever- and disproves the flippant assertion that no strong 
shining sun. race ever existed on an elevated plateau. 

The huge artificial structure which rises abruptly American physicians who want to be u p  with the 
from the surrounding plain is crowned at the top by a times should make a study of characteristic Mexican 
pretty church, which is dedicated to Our Lady of the climates for the information of health-seeking people. 
Remedies, built by the Spaniards on the site of the The climate of a tropical town like Orizaba is, for ex
former Aztec temple which the conquerors found there. ample, very different from that of this plateau region. 
The measurements of the pyramid differ; Humboldt At Orizaba there is a SUlllmer all the year; here, in 
giving the sides of the base a t  439 meters each, and winter there is  a cuntinual October of bright days, 
Bandelier, who was here quite recently, making the blue skies and crisp air. At Cuernavaca, Morelia, and 
north side 1,000 feet, the east side 1,026 feet, the south snch places, there is a mild, May-like climate. At Lake 
side 833 feet, and the west side 1,000 feet. The height is Patzcuaro, at the present terminus of the Mexican 
about 144- or more feet from the base to the topmost National Railway'S Pacific division, there is a lovely 
terrace, on which stand" the church. A view which climate, a lake which no Italian sheet of water can 
Humboldt gives shows that formerly the four terraces surpass in beauty, which has elicited the praise of 
of the pyramid were very distinctly to be seen, but America's greatest painter, who makes his winter 
now, owing·to the crumbling of the sharp edges of the home in the charming city of Morelia. 
terraces by the action of rain anrl time, the pyramidal I am surprised that none of the railway compal)ies 
aspect is not so immediately to be discerned. But a has taken practical steps to make known the virtues 
near view and not very minute examination shows at of the many-climated sanitarium that Mexico affords. 
once the artificial character of the mound. Going up the The neglect of the disElemination of this sort of infor
broad paved road, which winds around to the top, you mation indicates the sluggishness of apprehension of 
see cuttings where the adobe brick, of which the struc- the managers. A pushing, working corporation would 
tUI'f' is principally composed. is disclosed to view. The long before this have made Mexico as well known to 
mOllnd was built of adobe, or baked earth bricks, every American as Italy is to the European. A few 
limestone in fragments, gravel, or rather pebbles, and newspaper correspondents have done the work, in part. 
bits of lava. The steps leading from the base to the which should systematically have been accomplished 
temple were made of limestone slabs. All the mate- by the railway companies. 
rials came from near at hand. A land without snow or ice, sans tempests and dull 

In the time of the conquest a temple, built by the days, with a sun which makes all out of doors a per
Aztecs, topped the structure. This house of worship petual October, ought to attract thousands of Ameri
was dedicated to the mysterious fair, white god Quet- can pilgrims yearly. By sea and land routes, offering 
zalcoatl, of whom tradition is that he came from over . many attractions, this country lIlay be reached. By 
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